
Remember The Name 

“I’m kind of tired of the way that they be talking ‘bout me” 

Dude you should be grateful that these people choose to talk 
about thee 

Getting mouthy means that you are weak and pouty, sleazy 

Counting all your cowardly accounts of all these clout obeses 

Shout your thesis, Jesus stated mine with more amounts of 
reason 

Clouding judgement with your bank account, I count another 
heathen 

Heaping he-mans so that he can be a man, but he should be leaving 

Pride aside, I pride myself in knowing Jesus took the beating 

Still, taking it, never did he ever fake it I think he would say we should take it 
like David 

A leader with aching, a human debating on whether to take up his name as 
a snake and 

Who cares, what they think about me, thinking I’m great in Jesus name 

Remember the name 

You know it ain't my time to call it a day 

I wanna crack on and I wanna be paid 

But it's 'bout time you remember the name 

Ayy, ayy 

You know it ain't my time to call it a day 

I wanna crack on and I wanna be paid 

But it's 'bout time you remember the name 

Ayy, ayy  



Ain’t nobody be knowing my name until I get a clout, yeah, been in a doubt 

Feeling I’m out of a house and ain’t feeling at home, Rochii be now on a post 

Doing it different I stick in a boat, I’m a Jonah pretending to live for the host 

How can I live for the host, when the people be seeking to live in their own 
type of mode 

Remember the name, I been in your frame, I been in yah feed and you 
feeding a dame 

Showing a waist, showing a cake, knowing a person do really be fake 

I wanna change, what can I change? When there is really a really big 
shortage 

And you won’t ignore it and you is a for it, and you feel euphoria thinking it 
Lordy, I 

Think I’m a Christian I think Imma stay, doing my thing, forgiven I pray 

Instagram ain’t given him praise , you praising yourself to make up a name 

I’m wanting the people to know of my name, so that they ‘bout to learn 
about who is the greatest 

He dangerous, you best remember the name 

You know it ain't my time to call it a day 

I wanna crack on and I wanna be paid 

But it's 'bout time you remember the name 

Ayy, ayy 

You know it ain't my time to call it a day 

I wanna crack on and I wanna be paid 

But it's 'bout time you remember the name 

Ayy, ayy 


